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Description
Hello,
This is in France (Chartres).
The scan shows 6 muxes but only one has services available.
The other ones have none.
No channels are available.
Can something be done?
Thanks
History
#1 - 2010-10-22 20:46 - eric I'm sorry I forgot to mention that it was DVB-T (TNT)
Thanks a lot.
Eric
#2 - 2010-10-23 20:32 - eric Hi all,
Actually the problem is solved.
The issue was that HTS could not scan on the right Muxes frequences (new ones) and so it keeped trying on none affected frequences and obvisouly
could not find any services.
I used w_sacn in order to try everything and it gave me a channels.conf in which new frequences appeared.
Manually entered in the GUI and it worked immediatly and found all services.
Bye
#3 - 2010-10-23 20:37 - eric Can someone tell me how to change the status on this ticket.
It should be tagged as solved.
Thanks
Eric
Replying to [comment:2 ecisternas]:
Hi all,
Actually the problem is solved.
The issue was that HTS could not scan on the right Muxes frequences (new ones) and so it keeped trying on none affected frequences and
obvisouly could not find any services.
I used w_sacn in order to try everything and it gave me a channels.conf in which new frequences appeared.
Manually entered in the GUI and it worked immediatly and found all services.
Bye

#4 - 2010-10-23 21:21 - Andreas Smas
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- Status changed from New to Fixed
- Found in version set to invalid
Only ticket admins can close tickets
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